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Technical alarm detectors for domestic premises
smoke alarm detectors, monoxide alarm detector, accessories

Pack Cat.Nos Stand alone smoke alarm detector

1 0 405 17 Detects the smoke
Conform to EN 14604, CE CPR and NF DAAF
approved (by AFNOR certification)
Photoelectric technology guarantee without
radioelement
Gives a loud signal: 85 dB at 3 meters
Powered by lithium battery (lifetime: 10 years, not
replaceable)
Life cycle of 10 years: Due date indicated on the
product
Fitted with:
- "hush function": in case of false alarm permit to stop
the alarm sound for 10 minutes
- grid insect protection (to avoid false alarm)
- "anti-theft function" (suitable for rental housing - a
tool is necessary to take off the detector)
Delivered with screws and battery

Wireless interconnectable smoke alarm
detector

1 0 405 28 Detects the smoke
Conform to EN 14604 and CE CPR and NF DAAF
approved (by AFNOR certification)
Photoelectric technology guarantee without
radioelement
Gives a loud signal - 85 dB at 3 meters
Powered by lithium battery (lifetime: 10 years, not
replaceable)
Life cycle of 10 years: Due date indicated on the
product
Can be interconnected with 10 devices
- Cat.No 0 405 28 (smoke alarm detector) or
- Cat.No 0 405 14 (relay)
When one device detects, all interconnected
devices go into alarm
Can be interconnected with My Home intruder alarm
Suitable for housing with more one floor or more one
device
Fitted with:
- "hush function": in case of false alarm permit to stop
the alarm sound for 10 minutes
- grid insect protection (to avoid false alarm)
- "anti-theft function" (suitable for rental housing - a
tool is necessary to take off the detector)
Delivered with screws and battery

Pack Cat.Nos Wireless interconnectable relay actuator

1 0 405 14 Change state upon detection of one of the
interconnected devices Cat.No 0 405 28
Breaking capacity: 1 A - 30 V
Power supply 12 V
External back up power supply (not included)
Can be interconnected with 10 devices:
- Cat.No 0 405 28 (smoke alarm detector)
Suitable to improve the housing safety
Can be linked to Self-contained beacon
Cat.No 0 405 10 to indicate the alarm condition to
a deaf person, can send the alarm information on a
telephone transmitter, can switch on the light to exit
easier, can be linked to the home automation

Self-contained sounder beacon

1 0 405 10 IP 65 - IK 07
Technology LED: white color
Power supply: 230 V± - battery rescued 72H
Sound < 60 dB
Disabling possible
Flash: Dimmable flash from 2 to 150 cd
Frequency 1 Hz
Suitable for deaf person
Supplied with batteries
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